Out of Hours

Poem

atmosphere. A total of 463 Tweets were
made, resulting in 619 044 impressions. The
NAPCRG Facebook page was also active
before and during the conference.
Opportunities available to family physicians
in training in the US include the Robert
Johnson Fellowships, The Robert Graham
Center, which was particularly welcoming,
and the Larry A Green Visiting Scholars
Program,8 which is a good model for
developing research visit programmes
overseas.
The multidisciplinary backgrounds of
attendees created an interesting mix of
research. Jagosh and colleagues’ realist
review of participatory research programmes
demonstrated a range of potential benefits
of this approach,9 and there were interesting
discussions around researching complex
systems, a task more difficult in the US due
to the lack of a unified data recording and
retrieval system, one of the original goals
of NAPCRG.10 Despite these challenges,
the wrap-up session ended positively
with agreement that the knowledge and
expertise of individual groups should be
harnessed and brought together to develop
this research field.
NAPCRG 2012 provided a perfect platform
to meet colleagues with shared passions
and research interests in primary care. The
openness to potential exchange visits and
collaborations was particularly welcome.
There is clearly a real impetus to drive primary
care research forward in Canada and the US
and both countries have much that they can
learn from others. We left New Orleans
with our heads full of ideas, our diaries full
of future collaborative possibilities, and our
hearts full of enthusiasm for primary care.
We hope to see you in Ottawa for NAPCRG
2013 (http://www.napcrg.org/meetings/
conference.cfm).
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The Pharmashock
Twas lunching, and the pharmatoads
Came sniffling with their pseudobabes:
All flimsy were their datagroves,
And their freebles were all outgave.

‘Beware the Pharmashock, my son!
Their graphs that lie, the stats that catch!
Beware the freesome lunch, and shun
Their heinous wonderpatch!’
He worked out NNT as planned:
The truth of intervention sought —
So argued he, statistically,
And for the truth he fought.
And, in triumphal truth he stood,
The Pharmashock, took on his game,
Whimp’ring relative risks; she would,
Then slurbled something lame!
Their trial was spash! Dud through and
through.
Our hero tore their pharmastats!
He left her done, and took her pens
And calmly gave them back.
‘And, have you beat the Pharmadoc?
Come now, no need to be so coy!
Untainted now by pharmastain!’
He chortled in his joy.
Twas lunching, and the pharmatoads
No longer called with pseudobabes:
We let them keep their datagroves,
And freebles not outgave.
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